POLAR CIRCLE

MARATHON & HALF MARATHON
24-25 OCTOBER 2020

Ice as far as the eye can see. Incredibly fresh air. Musk oxen and arctic foxes on the
stark landscape of the arctic tundra.
Yes, we are in one of the most remote corners of the world: Greenland. Feel the soft
crunch of snow beneath your shoes while running through the arctic desert and
over the Greenland Ice Sheet as you immerse yourself in rare and exceptional natural
beauty... what more could we ask for?
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ITINERARY
Day 1

Thursday 22 October (on-flight meal, L, D)
All participants will meet at Copenhagen Airport to
board flight to Kangerlussuaq
Check in at your selected hotel
Afternoon at leisure - option to do an excursion or hike
to Mount Hassel (3 hour duration)
Evening dinner at Restaurant Roklubben

Day 2

For an extra challenge, tackle both races
& become a Polar Bear Challenge finisher!

Friday 23 October (B, L, D)
Breakfast at hotel
Marathon & half marathon route inspection and
race briefing
Carbo-load dinner at Hotel Kangerlussuaq

Day 3 - RACE DAY!

Inclusions:
• Return flights Copenhagen-Kangerlussuaq with
Air Greenland
• English-speaking tour leader
• 4 nights at chosen accommodation
• Meals according to itinerary
• Route inspection on the ice sheet
• Return airport transfers on group flights
• Breakfast daily
• Pre-race dinner
• Guaranteed marathon entry
• Post-race celebration reception
• English-speaking race officials
• Medical team
• Time keeping
• Transport to the starting point
• Manned drink stations including safety equipment
• Start number and medal
• Exclusive Polar Circle Marathon 2020 running t-shirt

Saturday 24 October (B, L, D)
Breakfast at hotel
Full marathon and Polar Bear Challenge participants
are transferred to the start line. BBQ lunch is served at
the finish line for participants only.
*Half marathon runners and non-runners have day at
leisure
Semi-pasta dinner at Hotel Kangerlussuaq

Day 4

Sunday 25 October (B, L, D)
Breakfast at hotel
Half Marathon and Polar Bear Challenge participants
are transferred to the start line. BBQ lunch is served at
the finish line for participants only.
Celebrate the completion of the Polar Circle Marathon &
Half Marathon with a Greenlandic dinner in Roklubben

Day 5

Monday 26 October (B, on-flight meal)
Breakfast at hotel before checking out and travelling
back to Copenhagen.
Continue with your onward travel plans

Not included:
• International flights to/from Copenhagen (we can
assist)
• Travel insurance (we can assist)
• Meals not stated in the itinerary
• Personal expenses
• Cancellation insurance due to illness or injury prior to
departure
• Additional tours and excursions
• Beverages
• Anything else not listed under ‘Inclusions’

PACKAGE OPTIONS
RUNNERS TWIN/SHARE
PACKAGE FROM
SUPPORTER TWIN/SHARE
PACKAGE FROM

$4599
$3949
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Why book with Marathon Tours:
• Marathon Tours is part of House of Travel New Zealand
and is a fully bonded travel agent;
• Co-ordinate flights, accommodation, marathon entry,
sight-seeing and more, in one place;
• Marathon Tours are runners also, having completed
most of the key iconic events we lead tour groups to. This
first-hand knowledge allows us to create personalised
itineraries that suit runners and their supporters.
• We offer a full service for all your travel arrangements
including domestic and international flights, stopovers,
pre- and post-marathon travel arrangements, travel
insurance and 24/7 after hours assistance;
• Assistance with visa processing if applicable
(completed in advance);
• We offer all clients the opportunity to spread the cost
of their marathon package, as well as any pre- or posttravel, using Q Card or GEM Visa*. T&Cs apply.
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